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NIHB History – 2014

Native Youth Health 

Summit (Window Rock, 

AZ & Albuquerque, NM)

“Honor Our Ancestors” 

digital story by Zunneh-

bah 

https://youtu.be/wXYm

Vl4woOM

https://youtu.be/wXYmVl4woOM


NIHB History – April 2015 

Public Health Summit (Palm Springs, CA) 



May 2015



NIHB History – 2017



NIHB History – 2018 

Sept. 2018 – NIHB National Tribal Health 

Conference (Oklahoma City, OK)



May 2019





Initial Questions

 What are some interconnections between 

environmental health and Indigenous Peoples’ 

public health?

 What are some interconnections between 

trauma that is inflicted on the environment and 

trauma that is inflicted on Indigenous Peoples?

 What are some solutions to restore Indigenous-

environmental health in our Indigenous/Tribal 

communities?



Why is Indigenous Socionatural 

Health/Healing important?

 Where do our languages come 
from?

 Where do our cultures comes 
from?

 Where do our teachings come 
from?

 Where do our identities come 
from?

 Where does our health/healing 
come from?



NAS MA POE Research Questions

 How can the Diné way of life promote healing 

from socionatural trauma that is occurring in 

Diné Bikéyah?

◦ Why does socionatural trauma exist?

◦ What does the socionatural relationship look like in 

Diné Bikéyah?

◦ How & what does the Diné way of life heal?

◦ Why is revitalizing the Diné way of life necessary for 

the socionatural healing process?



What is unknown about socionatural 

trauma and health/healing?
 Lack of discussion/awareness/research about 

how trauma to the land is related directly to the 

trauma of people, especially Indigenous 

Peoples

 Indigenous knowledge can be used to address 

socionatural trauma (e.g. climate change)

 The Diné life way can offer healing for those 

who need healing, but only if they want to be 

healed



Purpose/rationale

 My research project aims to fill in the gap & make 
connections
◦ Interdisciplinary – connects environmental, Indigenous, public 

health, & other fields/areas of study

◦ Indigenous Public Health world/conferences are not 
connecting our human health to environmental health

◦ Environmentalist world/conferences are not connecting 
environmental health to human/Indigenous health

 Address current Indigenous health crisis & environmental 
health crisis & seek/create solutions

 Show that the Diné way of life needs to be 
revitalized/protected so it can help heal socionatural 
trauma



Terminology

 Socionature – idea 
that humans & the 
environment are one & 
the same
◦ They can both be 

thought of as one 
concept

 What is socionatural 
trauma?

 What is socionatural 
health/healing?



Examples of 

Socionatural Trauma

Indigenous Peoples’ Trauma

 Social 

injustices/racism

 Different forms of 

violence/abuse

 Genocide

 Colonialism/Neocol

onialism

Environmental Trauma

 Environmental 

injustices/racism

 Environmental 

destruction

 Ecocide

 Biocolonialism 



Example of Socionatural Trauma

 “Indigenous leaders 
may believe they are 
carrying out economic 
development when 
they allow resource 
extraction on their 
homelands that 
destroy the 
environment & places 
workers at risk.”

 Our pre-contact 
philosophies have 
preserved finite 
resources

“Coal has made us economically 

dependent on our own cultural 

destruction.”







Diné Way of 

Life

 Language

 Culture

 Spirituality

 Sense of place

 Identity 

 Environmental 

ethics/teachings



Diné 

Epistemology/

Knowledge

 Navajo Philosophy of 

Learning

◦ Respect for nature

◦ Standards for life

◦ Social competence

◦ Making a living

◦ Hózhó̹ Nahasdlíí – restore 

balance, harmony, 

health, & beauty



Socionatural Healing Process (Emerson, 

2014)
 “We have a responsibility 

to identify ways of 
knowing that can help 
us understand the nature 
of our struggle & quest 
for freedom. My quest is 
not limited to a local 
one. Instead, the local 
intersects w/ the global. 
This intersection is clear 
regarding the growing 
global population, 
climate change & global 
warming, environmental 
pollution, increasing 
demands on finite water 
sources, & fossil fuel-
driven political 
economies. There…”



Postcolonial Healing from Trauma

 “Postcolonial” world

◦ Site of social suffering

◦ Site of personal/collective 
healing

 Encounter of Europeans & 
Native Americans in the so-
called “New World” resulted 
in what has been called the 
greatest genocide in human 
history: the American 
holocaust



Postcolonial Healing 

from Trauma
 Present-day traumas from:

◦ Biological warfare/onslaught

◦ Mass murder

◦ Forced removal/displacement

◦ Subjugation

◦ Forced labor/slavery

◦ Cultural destruction

◦ Boarding schools



Health Issues from Colonization

 Need to decolonize wealth in order:

◦ “to heal what hurts

◦ To come back together as one human race, &

◦ To restore balance to the land” (Villanueva, 2018, p. 2)

 1960s – beginning of Indigenous activism & tribal self-determination era

◦ Major reforms in policies directed at Indigenous nations/peoples in the U.S. 
to improve Indigenous health, safety, & well-being

 Native peoples face many health challenges/disparities

◦ From having the highest rates of health issues among any racial/ethnic 

group to experiencing ongoing barriers to health care & insurance

◦ Example of poor health care: mass sterilization of Native women w/o their 
informed consent by the IHS, which is defined by the United Nations as a 

tactic of genocide



Restoring Indigenous Health is Resiliency

“So, although Native 
American people who are 
alive today are proud, strong 
survivors against all odds, we 
continue to face some of the 
most dire socioeconomic 
conditions of any group in 
America. There is no question 
that the complicated set of 
issues facing us today are 
rooted in hundreds of years of 
colonization, suffering, & 
trauma.” (Villanueva, 2018, p. 
31)



Indigenous Peoples/Communities & Our 

Environment Are Facing an Ongoing 

Health Crisis

 Health is a human right & 

AN ENVIRONMENTAL 
RIGHT



Adapting, revitalizing, & sustaining Indigenous 

nations/communities for the future through Indigenous 

socionatural health/healing



Listening to Natural Law (Nelson, 2008)

 “What happens to you 
& what happens to the 
earth happens to us as 
well…We need to take 
a more responsible 
direction & to begin 
dealing w/ the realities 
of the future to ensure 
that there is a future for 
the children, for the 
nation.” (p. 22)

 We need to renew our 
socionatural health to 
find/regain 
peace/balance in our 
communities



First Nations Survival & the Future of the 

Earth (Nelson, 2008)



Framework Model created by Zunneh-bah



’Ahxéhee’ (thank you)!

• Community input 
survey: 
https://forms.gle/byhBE
oGPn9BGH1zE9

• E-mail: 
zunnehbah@gmail.com

• Facebook:          
Zunneh-bah Martin

• Instagram:    
zunneh_bah

• Twitter:       
@Zunneh_bah

https://forms.gle/byhBEoGPn9BGH1zE9
mailto:zunnehbah@gmail.com

